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Come out on Sunday and C E L E B R A T E TOO!
It all began four years ago, in
the spring of 1973. A Lawrence
senior, David Haugland, was
interested in the Renaissance
period
and
in
arts
ad
ministration. Haugland put his
interests together to create the
Renaissance Fair, an outdoor
carnival on the Lawrence green.
Thousands of people attended
the one-day event, and everyone
said it should be done again.
Two years later, May, 1975,
Susan Medak, another Lawrence
senior, decided that she would
like to have a spring carnival and
circus on cam pus. She had
worked on the Renaissance Fair
and also was interested in arts
administration. CELEBRATE!
was the result.
Dozens of people were involved
in planning the day-long event,
which included a circus in the
Lawrence Chapel, and for the
second time thousands of people

attended the many activities and
said it should be done again.
That was two years ago, and
Sunday, May 8, Mother’s Day, it
will be done again.
A group of Lawrence students,
this time led by senior Jim
Brouwer, has gotten together to
present everyone, Law rence,
students, faculty
and
ad
ministration, officeworkers and
s e c r e ta r ie s ,
V a lle y
businesspeople, factory workers
and police officers, with another
day of fun and frolic on the green
at CELEBRATE, TOO!
CELEBRATE, TOO! has taken
some ideas from the Renaissance
Fair and CELEB RA T E!, done
away with some others and added
ingredients which will make it
unique from any other day in
Appleton and at Lawrence.
Carnival Rides
One of the major additions to
this year’s day of days is the
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Henningson talks politics
by Lynn Patterson

c e r a m ic s ,
w o o d w o r k in g ,
sculpture,
painting
and
photography by area craftsmen
and participant demonstrations
in pottery and painting with the
toes;
and
“ Fun
Food
E veryw here,” with a wide
selection of ethnic and foreign
foods, complemented by local
dishes and popular beverages.
The “Seeley Spoon,” a cafe
built on the steps of the Seeley G.
M udd Lib rary w ill provide
continuous performances by a
variety of musical groups in
c luding
the
G oliards,
a
Renaissance ensemble, a brass
quintet from Oshkosh, and
several Lawrence students
playing original and traditional
folk music.
CELEBRATE, TOO! would not
be happening had it not been for
the hard work of Production
Coordinator Jim Brouwer and a
small nucleus of hard-working
volunteers.
“Although everyone enjoyed
CELEBRATE! in 1975,” Brouwer
explained, “ nobody took the
initiative to start up a new
CELEBRATE, TOO! A lot of
people thought it should be done,
so I set out, with the aid of several
other enthusiastic Lawrentians,
to bring together the diverse
people, groups, activities and
details necessary for a successful
day of fun and frolic.
“ I t ’s interesting to note,”
Brouwer added, “ that m any
people I ’ve talked with think that

M atrix returns to L .U .
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HEW, HUD, CPA, SDC, UMTA,
and A F D C :a ll acronym s for
various government programs. If
you are not fully aware of what
each one of these programs in
volves don’t feel too badly. Ac
cording to Paul A. Henningson, a
1968 Lawrence graduate and
Milwaukee County Supervisor,
many of our elected public of
ficials do not have a total
knowledge and understanding of
all government programs either.
After
grad uating
from
Lawrence in 1968 with a major in
government, Henningsen served
as a legislative assistant to U.S.
Representative John Conyers of
Michigan. In 1971 Henningsen
became the Program Officer for
C apital F orm ation, In c ., an
e c o n o m ic
d e v e lo p m e n t
organization for minorities.
He later served as the In
formation Director and Special
Assistant to the President for the
Drug Abuse Council of the Ford
Foundation in Washington, D.C.
Henningsen
received
his
Doctor of Jurisprudence degree
from Marquette University Law
School in 1975 after working as a
Prosecutor Intern for the
Milwaukee County District At
torney and as a law clerk for a
Milwaukee Law firm.
Last fall, Henningsen was
elected County Supervisor for the
10th D istrict of M ilw aukee
County. As County Supervisor he
administers some of the poverty
programs that he helped write as
a
legislative
assistant
in

addition of carnival rides from
the Gold Crown Shows. There is
also an increased emphasis on
things to do, with many more
entertainers and performances
scheduled than in the past.
Performers who will give free
shows during the day include a
m agician; the Piper Road Spring
Band, a seven-man blue-grass
band; the Friends Mime Theatre,
which will present a juggling
workshop in addition to its per
formances; the Lawrence Dance
C om pany; the Puppet Tree
Theatre; the Kinder in a
Dramatic Society, a children’s
particip atory
theatre;
the
Americanos, and ensembles from
the Lawrence Conservatory and
the Daybreak Singers.
One of the major borrowed
ideas is a human chess game,
which was very popular at the
Renaissance Fair. The game will
be played at the base of Union
Hill with members of the ad
ministration, including President
and Mrs. Thomas Smith, and
students as the chess pieces.
Playing the game will be the
winners of a campus-wide chess
tournament.
CELEBRATE, TOO! has four
major areas: the “ Midway,”
with games, a penny arcade,
rides and cotton candy; the
“ M ain S tag e,” with m usical
p e r fo r m a n c e s , p u p p e te e rs ,
mimes and drama; the “Left
B a n k ,”
w ith
displays
in

Washington.
In his lecture on May 4th,
“Program Acronyms: Govern
ment Looking for the People” ,
Henningson emphasized the need
for informed public officials,
trained in policy making. Hen
ningson feels that many laws that
fail at the local level” . . . fail
because the politician is not doing
his job” . He stated that many
elected public officials have no
knowledge of the laws and or
dinances and therefore it is the
bureaucrats who are not only
administering, but also setting,
the policies. He stressed the
difficulties at the national, state,
and local levels due to the lack of
comprehensive plan ning and
the “willy-nilly” approach of the
government.
Henningsen feels that ‘‘the
government has lost touch with
the people” . In his work in
M ilw aukee’s inner city H en
ningsen has given the people of
his district direct access to the
government. Through meetings
with community groups he has
been able to explain what he is
doing and to find out what the
people want. For, as Henningsen
concluded, It is the common,
ordinary person that “ will
determine our destiny.”
During Henningsen’s two-day
visit to Lawrence, he reflected
upon his dual perspective as a
policy maker and administrator.
In addition to his public talk he
attended several Lawrence
classes and met informally with
students and faculty.

Matrix, a nine-member jazz- Matrix suddenly was in great
rock combo, w ill return to demand on both coasts. Between
Lawrence U niversity for a its recent successes in San
concert in the Chapel Saturday, Francisco, Atlanta and Miami,
May 7, at 8 p.m. Matrix was Matrix played at the Reno Jazz
formed at Lawrence several Festival to sellout crowds of over
years ago and is directed by John 2,600.
H arm on, a 1957 Lawrence
The group includes Fred
alumnus.
S turm , Kurt D ietrich, Larry
Harmon returned to Lawrence Darling, Jeff Pietrangelo, Mike
10 years ago as a jazz pianist who Hale, Randall Fird, Mike Murphy
wanted to develop a jazz program and John Kirchberger. With the
at the Lawrence Conservatory of exception of newcomers Murphy
Music. He left in 1974 with eight of and Kirchberger, all of the
his jazz students to form Matrix, members of the ensemble are
and the combo has become one of Lawrence alumni.
the most in-demand jazz groups
Matrix recently recorded
in the country.
album for RCA which
For Matrix, 1976 proved to be released later this moj
the year of the “ big break.” “Clea” , one of the gn
Appearing as a warmup act at popular songs, was re
the Monterey Ja zz F estival, month as a single.
Matrix was reviewed by jazz
Tickets, for the conc
critic Leonard Feather as “ the may be purchased at th
surprise hit of the festival” . Office. Tickets will be $1.50
“ Downbeat” magazine quickly day of the concert.
echoed Feather’s opinion and

H A R R Y K ISK E R ' and friends on “ Balloon Day.” 900
helium ballons graced the campus last Friday to help wel
come in spring.

CELEBRATE! was held last
year when in fact it was two
years ago. That’s how strong an
impression it left!”
“ Enthusiastic Lawrentians”
The “several other enthusiastic
Lawrentians” Brouwer referred
to has grown to several dozen, but
in the earliest stages, it was
p rim a rily seven people who
made the special day a reality.
In addition to Brouwer, the
group includes Gala Atkinson and
Julie Manning, who are in charge
of booths and concessions; Jenni
Ester, programming; Natasha
Pickrel, art; Michael Sigman,
publicity; Jim Rand, the human
chess game and other large
games; and Peter Saltzstein,
construction
and
physical
planning.
“I worked on CELEBRATE!
when I was a freshman,” Man
ning said, “as a phone caller. I
was excited about doing it again,
but at times it has been pretty
frustrating.”
“ It
was
frustrating
sometimes,” Atkinson agreed,
because of the small number of
people involved in the beginning.
A lot of people have really
worked hard and been great, but
at some times it seemed like it
was the same people over and
over again. We badgered our
friends a lot.
Atkinson and Manning are
confident the 1977 CELEBRATE,
TOO! will be bigger and better
than C E L E B R A T E ! and the
Renaissance Fair. They point to
the expanded list of performers,
the carnival rides and the return

(Con’t on Page 7)

An exchange?
by Jenny Simms
The possibility of a cultural
“ people-to-people” exchange
with primarily black universities
is
being
explored.
Three
u n iv e rsitie s^h av e expressed
interest to l5ea\Pillinger about
participating in this program.
T hpyvire Lincoln. University,
^ ¿ e f i^ s b n
City, \ M is so u ri;
Jackson,
srsity of
lis ia n a ,
jais are being
regarding the exfirst plan would
Lawrence students living
attending classes at one of
the three universities. Second
term the Lawrentians would
return and students from the
other institutions would attend
Lawrence. The alternative plan
is a simultaneous exchange of
students. The possibility of a
faculty and administrative ex
change has also been discussed,
although it is not as feasible as
the student exchange, according
to Pillinger.
Flans for this program are still
developing, therefore no definite
arrangements have been made.
President Smith and the ad
m inistra tio n, however, have
encouraged the planning com
mittee to explore the program’s
potential.
Suggestions
and
comments from students, faculty
and administration would be
greatly appreciated and should
be directed to Dean Pillinger.

President Smith will lead an
open meeting in Riverview
Tuesday. May 10, at 4:30 p.m.
All members of the Lawrence
Community are invited to
attend.
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Where we are coming from
The role of a student newspaper on a college campus
varies with each school. We feel the Lawrentian should per
form multiple roles as the major publication at Lawrence.
It should provide leadership as well as a forum for reader
opinion. It should also serve in an informational, educational
function. Many times these roles conflict, are not adequately
filled, or appear biased.
People complain that we over emphasize one role at the
expense of another. While this may be true, it is a matter of
opinion. We have been accused of devoting too much space to
“the same old issues.” This also is a matter of opinion. We, as
the editorial staff of the Lawrentian, feel that certain issues
are more important than others and deserve substantial
coverage.
The paper should serve the community, it should not,
however, be simplv a mirror image of it. The paper is the
product of the editors and in this sense it can never be “ob
jective.” The editors select, assign and edit articles that we
feel are important and that we feel will best serve the com
munity.
We attempt to inform the community of all upcoming
events and report on those events as they occur. Un
fortunately, we simply do not have the space to print
everything. We like to print as many letters as possible each
week, but we often have to hold them for a week or two
because of a lack of space. Only rarely will we refuse to print
anything that is of a reasonable length. Since we are
responsible for everything we print, we take the liberty of
refusing libelous or harmful items. Here again, it is a sub
jective decision of the editors.
It would be easy to put out a light, cheery paper, but that
would mean ignoring some very real problems that the
University is faced with. Lawrence certainly has a lot to offer,
but it also has some major deficiencies. It is our duty to point
out those deficiencies and attempt to remedy them.
We would not be serving the community by ignoring its
problems. Two of Lawrence’s major problems are the lack of
black students and faculty and courses about black students,
and a lack of women faculty, supportive services, and courses
about women. We have attempted to explain why these
problems exist and will continue to propose avenues for
change.
We take the Lawrentian seriously, perhaps too seriously at
times. We attempt to treat the issues we feel are important in a
serious and helpful way. We certainly won’t please everyone
and we may even upset some people, but we will continue to do
what we feel is best.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF..................................................... Pete Copeland
E D IT O R S ............................................................................Jim Brooks
Ann Francis
Ben Joravsky
Carol Rees
Muffy Shumway
SPORTS E D IT O R ......................................................... Mike Powers
BU SIN ESS E D IT O R ........................ David Anthony Cifrino. X-352
PH O T O G R A PH Y E D IT O R S .........................................Linda Scott
Dan McGehee
PRODUCT ION E D IT O R .............................................. Laura Spiess
A R T IS T S .................................................................... Martin Gehring
Keith Hoover
CIR CU LA T IO N M A N A G E R .....................................Ralph Weickel
R E P O R T E R S ................................ Martha Biederman, Sean Boyle,
David Anthony Cifrino, Sue Davies,
Mike Edmonds,
Martha Fischer, Julie Fosbinder,
Dana Graham, Mary Holiday,
Vanessa Jones, Dave Kaehler,
Chris Kuner, Bob Liebman
Maureen McGuire, Mary Reed,
Kevin Retelle, Bill Stark, Carol Snook,
Lea Sitton, Rob Stevens
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Harry Kraemer, Brian Slocum
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The Lawrentian is published each week of the college year except
during v«.cations and examination periods by the Lawrentian of
Lawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin. Printing is by Bargain
Bulletin, Inc. of Appleton. Second class postage paid at Appleton,
Wisconsin 54911. Mail subscriptions are *5.50 per year; overseas
airmail f 15, seamail, '6.50.
Letters to the Editors and items for This Week at LU may be
submitted no later than 9 p.m. Wednesday for publication that
week. They must be typed; double spaced; and limited to 30 words. N ot
ices will be accepted only for the current week.

We will print only signed letters. Signatures will, of course, be
withheld upon request. The Lawrentian reserves the right to alter or
abridge letters without changing meaning, and to reject material it
deems unsuitable. We cannot except letters over 200 words.
Opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are not necessarily those
of Lawrence University, its administration, faculty or students.
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Blatant sexism apparant
To the Editor:

I am writing concerning one of
the letters to the editor in last
week’s L a w re n tia n : 1 was
dismayed, but not surprised to
find yet another woman com
plaining. The subject of last
week’s complaint was sexism. I
agree with the letter’s subject,
there is blatant sexism apparent
in all areas of student activity at
Lawrence. Some recent incidents
have shocked the Lawrence
community into awareness of
deeply-rooted sexism. What
incidents, do you ask?
23 April 1977: Approximately
six pledges of the Delta Tau Delta
Fraternity were forced (some
say with their permission), to
wash dishes for the Delta
G am m a’s annual Chili Dinner.
Not only were they forced into the
servitudes women’s work, but to
add insult to injury, they were
also subjected to dishpan hands,
catcalls and insults from the D.G.
pledges, and a severe rash which
developed as a result of direct
contact with the awful concoction
they called “chili” .
20 April, 1977: An old lady who
answers to the name of “ Flo
Kennedy” appeared at Lawrence
and proceeded to deliver the most
sexist speech that most men will
ever have the opportunity of
hearing. The result of her
s p e e c h ? — sh e
s la n d e r e d
Lawrence men by calling them
all sexists; she insulted all
Lawrence women by assuming
that they would agree with her;
and she made up words that
college students find unac
ceptable perversions of the
E nglish
language.
(To
niggerize?) But since she was
brought here to speak for
Women’s Week, the men of
Lawrence must view this as a
sexist speaker, and not a very
good one at that.
These are but a few of the many
examples of the oppression of
men at Lawrence University.
Women can be thankful that men
are naturally tolerant creatures
or the sordid affair would have
surfaced earlier. We must take
action to stop sexism now! One
positive action would be a written
reprimand to Flo Kennedy. This
would show the women of
Lawrence that were not going to
take this sitting down. Yet, I have
been told that Flo Kennedy was
actually paid (some say $2000.00)
by the Women’s Week Com
mittee. If there is truth to this
ugly rumor then it once again
proves the old Danish proverb,
“Never give money to a woman.”
It’s time for women to be
rem inded of their place in
society.
Signed
— THOMAS WATSON

Culture in the sticks
An Open Letter to the Lawrence
Community:
Where were you the night of
April 29, 1977? If you are one of
the 300 people who attended
Charles Treger’s concert in the
LU Capel, this letter is not
directed towards you. All the rest
of you, keep reading.
Ever since coming to Lawrence
three years ago, I have
repeatedly heard derogatory
comments and complaints about
Appleton and the “ lack of
culture” available here. If I hear
one more person say “There’s
never anything worthwhile going
on around here,” I will scream!!
Maybe Appleton doesn’t offer the
culture and excitement of
Chicago, New York City, and
other large metropolitan areas,
but anyone who did not attend the
Treger concert does not have any
right to complain about Appleton.
Charles Treger brought us a
concert of the very highest
quality—one that could not be
surpassed in any city. The only
difference is that in Chicago the
tickets
would
have
been

anywhere from 5 to 10 times as
expensive, and it would have
been sold out at least a month in
advance.
You certainly can’t say “well, I
would have gone, except it cost
too much.” Student tickets were
only $1.50. That’s right, the same
amount as a pitcher of beer at
Sammy’s (or The Mark to us old
timers). That isn’t much money
when it comes to buying a pizza
or an album or a paperback
novel, so don’t say it is too much
for an entire evening of that
“culture” that you miss so much
‘‘living out here in the sticks.”
Furthermore, there was plenty
of campus-wide publicity, so you
can’t say you didn’t know about it
(unless you were able to ignore
all those bright green posters).
I was quite embarrassed on
behalf of Lawrence for the low
turnout, but what concerns me is
the future of what culture we do
have. How long is Lawrence
going to be able to offer such
events, when there is no
guarantee that the tickets will be
sold? If I thought that this was a
one-time occurence, I would not
be writing this letter. But the last
time I was in the Chapel was for
the Galina Vishnevskaya con
cert, and it was not very well
attended, either. Despite the fact
that she performed as a part of
the Artist Series, the Chapel was
more than half empty.
It is now the end of the sixth
week of classes, and it is too late
to do anything this year. But for
those of you returning next year:
Charles Treger will be back!—
along with new Artist and
Chamber Series. If you choose
not to attend, you have no one to
blame but yourself, but don’t
complain about Appleton’s lack
of culture if you miss (not once,
but twice) seeing one of the
world’s greatest violinists in the
LU Chapel.
Perhaps some alert person on
The Lawrentian staff will deem
this letter worth reprinting next
year, before Charles Treger
performs.
Sincerely yours,
IMA NOTTA CONNIE

Black Symposium
Letter to the Editor:

The
members
of
the
Association
of
A frican
Americans Special
_______
Events
Committee extend their gratitude
to everyone who so warmly
received Sweet Honey in the
Rock and the Son Seals’ Blues
Band. Contrary to the editorial in
the April 29 Lawrentian, the
AAA’s Special Events Committee
sponsored Sweet Honey in the
Rock and the Son Seals’ Blues
Band not because we were under
contractual obligation to bring
these groups to campus; rather,
the committee decided to present
them as a contribution to the
campus cultural life. The
decision was made in spite of our
feelings of dismay and scep
ticism
generated
by
the
university’s leghargic response
to the attacks upon members of
the Black community during
second term. Although many
members of the university
community expressed sympathy
and concern during the crisis, the
most obvious response was
silence. The implication was that
those who would attack members
of the university community or
pander in the symbols of
genocide,
were
at
worst
tolerated. Previously every
Black Symposium occurred in a
peaceful environm ent. The
recent decision to delete the title
“Black Symposium” was made
during a hostile period. Our wish
was to respect an important
tradition by not subjecting it to
indignity. Let us look forward to a
restoration of the dialogue.
BERNETT A B O U Y E
CASSANDRA LOW E
E M M E T M O R R IS
G IL B E R T BOND
AAA Special Events Committee

Counseling
To the Editor:
Having been a counselor for
two years, I would like to respond
to, and wholeheartedly support
Joe Deluca’s recommendation
concerning the establishment of a
code of conduct for counselors. At
present, the explicit rules setting
counseling guidelines do not hold
a counselor to standards of
conduct that are any more strict
than those applying to students.
Since counselors are only
responsible to “ assist the fresh
men in their section to become
oriented to the university,” and
“observe university regulations
as outlined in the student hand
book,” they are made to feel as if
they can counsel as they think
best.
Consequently, a counselor
working under the present
system is open to personal attack
and derogatory innuendo from
other counselors in the dorm,
head residents, or deans, whose
moral convictions disagree with
his-hers. Personal disagreements
not only interfere with a coun
selors ability to counsel but also
cause problems for the freshmen
in the section. The problem is
that the system doesn’t separate
a counselor’s personal life from
his role as a counselor. Maybe
this distinction should not be
made, but as a friend of the in
dividual who came under per
sonal attack because of un
substantiated assumptions that
his personal life was interfering
with his perform ance as a
counselor, I think it should be.
Therefore, I propose that
everyone involved in the dorm
counseling system for next year
should get together to discuss this
problem and fo rm ulate the
minimum standards of conduct
that are expected of a counselor
in addition to his-her obligations
as a student. Such a code of
conduct should be included in the
counselor application forms and
be thoroughly discussed during
Counselor Orientation. Standards
must be established before a
student accepts his-her position
as counselor instead of being
applied ad hoc. This procedure
will decrease misunderstanding
about and within the system, and
produce a better, more cohesive
group of counselors.
—STEVE LeSUEUR

ERA correction
To the Editor:
In your article “E RA faces
opposition” (April 29), I was
quoted as saying that Senator
Swan, a sponsor of the resolution
to rescind the ERA in Wisconsin,
is a source of embarrassment to
all thinking people of this state.
As much as I abhore the move for
rescission, it is the sponsorship of
this deplorable resolution, and not
the person of the Senator, that is
an embarrassment to our state.
The actions of Senator Murphy
and Representatives Klicka,
Lewis, and M erkt in co
sponsoring the resolution are
equally to be deplored.
Yours for the ERA,
M ARY ANN ROSSI
Legislation Coordinator, NOW
P . S. Your article failed to
mention that Agnes Van Eperen
Vas co-convenor with me of the
tap* 1 chapter of NOW in 1972.

Thanks for the trees

I think we all owe Mark
Breseman and Scott Sneed a
word of thanks for the planting in
front of Science Hall. I know that
a lot of preparation and time
went into the planning of this. I ’m
sure it will be appreciated by all
staff, faculty, and students now
and in the future. Thanks also to
Ann Norman who gathered a
group of interested students
together to plant spring flowers
around the campus. Thanks!
HAROLD GINKE
Supt. of Grounds
and Forest Resources
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In a book entitled The Nature of
a Liberal College, Henry Wriston
comments that “the prejudice
that a liberal education will not
pay on the investment is very
deep-seated and d ifficu lt to
overcome,” and he goes on to
note that one of the most stubborn
obstacles to a proper a p 
preciation of a liberal arts’
education is “ the latent suspicion
that it is impractical.” When he
wrote the book in the 1930’s,
perhaps colleges were not faced
with the same pressures and
doubts concerning the impracticality of the liberal arts
which seem to plague us today.
Perhaps men and women of his
generation
realized
that
education was indeed what
Wriston calls “a normal response
to the fundamental yearning for a
glim pse of the reality and
significance of life;” perhaps
they recognized that the liberal
arts education—which
em 
phasizes the developm ent of
general intellectual capacities as
opposed
to
professional,
vocational,
or
technical
training—was important in its
own right. But if members of
college com m unities of that
earlier generation held such
ideals as self-evident and truly
valued the deeper—though ad
mittedly less tangible—goals of
the liberal arts, those who
represent that ongoing tradition
today often seem bent on proving
that the educational ideals of the
liberal arts might not be so im 
practical after all insofar as
“success” in “ the real world” is
concerned. The liberal arts
education has become tragically
portrayed as a means to an end,
rather than an end in itself or the
seed of inspiration and potential
growth w ithin the in d iv id u al
which will continue to develop
and bear fru it if nurtured
properly. The “career push” has
become in fact the weed choking
out that seed, and career offices
are distorting the real focus of the
liberal
arts
by
stam ping
“pragmatism” and “salability”
on the educational life.
As a student at Lawrence, I
have
become
increasingly
concerned with two attitudes or
trends present on this campus
which are b latantly d is h a r
monious with the true spirit of the
liberal arts education. The first
has to do with what seems to have
become a central emphasis here:
careers. Obviously there is
nothing inherently wrong with a
career; what troubles me,
however, is the manner in which
education is subordinated to or
manipulated by a “ career con
sciousness.” Many students seem
to pursue their education with a
constant eye on “ the job ther
mometer,” detecting which fields
are “hotter” and adjusting their
curricula accordingly. Many
seem to function with an in
cessant awareness of what their
education should “ get” for them
later (i. e., in “the working
world” ) and how it will “ pay on
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the investment” by returning
financial dividends to them in a
later career. By expending their
energies in such a manner, they
become im pervious to the
benefits that they could be
reaping from the “ investment”
now through intellectual growth
and personal developm ent.
Education, threatened by the
career push, is becoming in
creasingly production-oriented,
and the yearning both for per
sonal growth and for what Mr.
Wriston calls “ a glimpse of the
reality and significance of life”
has become overshadowed and in
many cases replaced by the
desire for a successful career as
measured by quantitative or
economic norms. The voice faith
ful to the liberal arts ideals finds
itself in a wilderness, surrounded
and indeed drowned out by a
noisy crowd proclaiming, ‘T rain
yourself now so that you will
acquire the skills necessary to
compete successfully in the real
world.” Unfortunately, success
in one’s career has become
projected by many to be the end
or goal of the process of
education, the liberal arts in
cluded.
The second attitude which
concerns me is the fallacious
notion that a liberal arts college
is somehow not “ the real world,”
that there is a distinction between
the less-than-real world of the
student and the real world of the
career. This curious assertion
seems to imply that reality
begins when formal education
ends or that the learning done in
an academic environment is
penultim ate to that of the
working world. This is a truly
remarkable assumption and one
which mistakenly leads to the
conclusion that a “career” and
“reality” —both of which are
identified with one another and
projected beyond graduationbecome the primary goals of
education. Such an erroneous
notion also suggests that the
success or failu re of one’s
education becomes dependent
upon and ascertained by one’s
experiences after graduation in
“ the working world.”
These two attitudes are
reflective of what has become for
many students, perhaps, a “way
out” of Lawrence and the liberal
arts education. Inevitably, some
students w ill alw ays view
Lawrence as the point of
departure from the “ illusions” of
academia to the realities of the
career world, or as the transition
from the present darkness into a
realm of greater light. There is,
however, “Another Way Out,”
another more fruitful manner of
approaching and indeed a p 
preciating the liberal arts, for, as
the LU motto suggests, light is to
be found in this intellectual en
vironment. The true focus of the
liberal arts education is, in fact,
not limited to “ a way out” :
rather, it provides “ the way in” —
not necessarily to a successful
life or career “out there,” but to a
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more meaningful and richer life,
one which becomes the directing
influence within us as we enter
into other realms of existence. As
Mr. Wriston points out, “ things
which
alter
life
most
significantly, as education and
love and religion most certainly
do, are all things the values of
which are direct, immediate,
subjective
and
intrinsic.
Therefore, they cannot be ex
plained in terms which are
inevitably objective, indirect,
and derived.” Amen! A career is
not the measure of a successful
education, and we should never
encourage those who view the
educational experience here as
the necessary means to a suc
cessful career; we should rather
remind them—and ourselves in
the process—that Lawrence can
and indeed should provide each of
us with a unique opportunity to
discover ourselves: not what we
can become in an objective sense,
but who we really are and who we
are in the process of becoming.
Members of a liberal arts
community such as Lawrence
should be as the prophetic voice
of one calling in the wilderness;
that is, we should be unafraid to
accept
the
adm itte dly
threatening social and economic
fact that a college education
might in fact be impractical
according to the quantitative
norms of our “one-dimensional”
society, but nevertheless con
fident that there are deeper
values of the liberal arts and
more sig nifican t and lasting
norms by which to judge the
“success” of our education. The
intention of the liberal arts
tradition has never been jobpreparation and Lawrence is not
a technical (insert “ career,” if
you like) school; rather, the
liberal education is a creative
experience which is nurtured
here, but which continues to
shape us in future years. Only
through such a vision of the
liberal education and through a

commitment to Lawrence as a
community in that tradition can
we learn to savor the educational
experience initiated here and
focus our energies to the present
challenge: the discovery of in
tellectual and personal growth as
an end in itself, or, variously
seen, such growth as the
beginning of a way of living more
creatively. Commencement is a
beginning, not a completion, of
one’s liberal arts education. If we
could present education itself as
a career and as the beginning of a
way of living (rather than as a
particular moment or period of
time or as the preparation for a
future career), we would have
succeeded, and the teaching-

learning
experience
m igh t
become a m eaningful and
timeless element of our lives.
This is the real world, and,
although the ideals and ambitions
which we discover here may
seem like dreams at times, they
are the dreams which will inspire
us and strengthen us as we
discover and commit ourselves to
a broader vision of our present
actualities and potentialities, and
as we capture the momentum of a
drive to understand both our
selves and our “ neighbors”
which will make this world a
more meaningful one.
Respectfully,
MARK BURROWS,
Class of ’78

Sibling craziness
by Karin Madsen
S ib lin g ’s Weekend begins
tomorrow and promises to be
very exciting. According to Jane
Rohke, co-ordinator, the u p 
coming event originated because,
‘There is nothing to do in Ap
pleton unless you are over
eighteen.” Sibling’s Weekend is
especially designed to eliminate
this problem.
Activities begin on Saturday,
May 7th, at noon and run into
CELEBRATE, TOO! festivities.
From 12:30 until 2:00 p.m., there
will be a picnic lunch on Main
Hall lawn. Faculty members who
will be cooking include Mr. Azzi,
Mr. Dana, Mr. Longley, and
Dean P illin g e r. A fter lunch,
athletic com petitions at the
bottom of Union Hill will take
place with three-legged races and
frisbee throwing as p rim ary
events. All gymnasium facilities
will be open on Saturday for those
who prefer indoor sports. During
the late afternoon, parents and
students are invited to assemble

at Riverview Lounge to discuss
university
adm issions
and
financial aid.
At 8 p.m. that evening, the jazz
band “ Matrix” will perform in
the Chapel. For the younger
siblings, a special cartoon
festival featuring old favorites
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. in
Stansbury Theatre. At 8:30 p.m.,
a record hop will be featured in
Colm an Cafeteria, featuring
music from the 30’s through the
70’s. Admission is free for
students accompanied by parents
or siblings and 25 cents for other
students. Refreshments will be
served.
Sunday morning, a sibling’s
brunch will begin at 9:30 a.m .,
and “CELEBRATE, TOO! will
follow and continue throughout
the day. With over 400 siblings
ranging from ages four to thirty,
and 100 parents expected from
states
as
distant
as
Massachuessetts and Colorado,
Rohke feels this weekend should
be very successful.

Mother’s cooking away down under
When you walk out of Downer
Commons is your gut reaction “ I
miss my mother’s cooking” ? The
restrictions of institutional food
make high quality cooking dif
ficult, but there are people “down
under” putting as much care as
humanly possible into what goes
in your mouth.
One of those people is Adaline
Kopiske. Adaline has been on the
cooking staff at Downer for six
years; she will retire at the end of
this year. She is friendly and
motherly, a person who “ enjoys
people, especially young people.”
“ My greatest pride and joy is
putting on a good meal. I like to
think that a good meal makes
people happy. When I cook a
shoddy meal I want to crawl
under the counter when I see the
students come in. But it isn’t
often that I have to put on a really
shoddy meal.”
Although Adaline has only been

working at Downer for six years,
she has lived in the Appleton area
for nearly forty. During this time
she has seen many changes in the
area and in the University. She
can remember when Valley Fair,
a local shopping center, was an
empty field used once a year
when the circus came to town.
She can
rem em ber when
Lawrence
University
was
Lawrence College, before the
merger with Downer Women’s
College.
From Adaline’s viewpoint, one
of the finest
acquisitions
resulting from the merger was
the Teakwood Room. According
to A daline, “ The Teakwood
Room is a thing of real beauty. I
wish more people would use it.”
The banquets held there are
festive occasions, times when the

Downer cooking staff can show
their skill in preparing meals.
One of A d a line ’s favorite
aspects of the job is talking with
students. She likes hearing about
other parts of the country. Do
they have any complaints about
the Midwest? ‘ ‘W ell, they
complain about the weather. This
year when it got so cold, they
complained a lot. But then, so did
we.”
Adaline likes to talk to Kathy
DuVall because she has been to
Czechoslovakia. A daline has
Czechoslovakian ancestry. She
has also been to G erm any,
spending much of her time in
Bavaria.
Adaline enjoys her work. “ I
just love it.” Happily, Adaline
uses a little of that love in
preparing Downer meals.
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Arts etc.
Satrical mime performance
The Milwaukee-based Friends
Mime Theatre will visit Appleton
and present two satirical reviews
Friday and Saturday, May 6 and
7. The revues are intitle d
“ Farewell to Farms, or Food
Revued,” and “ Dr. Plutonium’s
Energy Circus.”
Both revues operate on the idea
that humor is a desirable and
valuable vehicle for attacking
current
A m erican
social
problems. “Farewell to Farm s”
pokes fun at the American ob
session with food, parodying the
advertising media’s promotion of
the junk food industry in a “ Food
or Consequences” sketch.
Charactor names include.
Lowlee Lay ( a hen) and General
Oligopoly (an agri-business
magnate).
The Friends include Karen
Kolberg and Directors Barbara
Leigh and Mike Moynihan. Leigh
received her P h.D . at the
U niversity
of
WisconsinMadison, where she specialized
in acting and stage movement.
She studied in Paris with Etienne
Decroux and Ella Jarosciewtz
and directed the London Theatre
Workshop. Leigh has also served
as Associate Director of the
Wisconsin Mime Company.
Moynihan studied theatre, art
and film -m aking at Carroll
College, Trinity College and UWM adison,
concentrating
in
K abuki, im provisation, meddia, film and mime. Moynihan
also has participated in thirtyfive productions in the United
States, Canada and Ireland.
The Friends Mime Theatre will
perform at the O utagam ie
County Extended Care Center at 1
p.m. Friday, May 6. The troupe
will present a mime workshop
Friday at Appleton West High
School from 3-4:30 p.m. before
their 8 p.m. performance in
Riverview Lounge.

Joe Egg tonight
The first act of “ Joe E gg,” by
Peter Nichols, will be shown
Friday and Saturday, May 6 and
7, at 7:30 p.m., in the Cloak
Theatre.
Directed by senior theatre
major Susan Saunders, “Jo e 1
E gg” shows the strain placed
upon an “ordinary” marriage by
the birth of a m u ltip legic,
epileptic child. Mary Jo Howarth
’78, portrays Sheila, the mother
of Joe Egg, who busies her life
with idealism , hoping for
miracles to cure her child.
Joe’s father, Bri, is played by
Jim Cobb, an Institute of Paper
Chemistry employee. A teacher
in an English school, Bri reacts to
Joe’s handicaps by retreating
into cynicism, while his marriage
to Sheila deteriorates. Sarah
N eyhart
’79
plays
Joe
(Josephine) Egg, the focus of the
tensions in the marriage.
Saunders chose “ Joe E gg”
because it was challenging and
breaks m any previous stage
conventions. Saunders plans to
student-teach dramatics next fall
in Minneapolis.
Tickets for the production,
which will be staged in the Cloak
Theatre are free, but seating is
limited. Seats may be reserved at
the Box Office.

Simon to open Sunday
by Catherine Bourne
Black and white sketches and
etchings exploring psychological
themes are part of Rob Simon’s
Senior Art Show which will run
Sunday, May 8 through Saturday,
May 14. His work appears
surrealistic and smoky as if the
images emerge from a fantasy
world. The subject matter ranges
from an illustration of night
mares and fears to a detailed
image of a solitary window in a
deserted room.
Simon has long been immersed
in art, but says, “Nothing really
clicked until this winter when I
became thoroughly involved in
two studies:
psychological
fantasies and jazz musicians.”
Simon’s images often satirize the
theories of leading psychologists
including Freud, H arry S.
Sullivan and Joseph Fitzgerald.
While studying in London with
professor of art, Arthur Thrall,
Simon was inspired by the works
of Chagall, Fuseli and Blake.
“However,” admits Simon, “ the
only reproduction of Fuseli I own
is crumpled up in the corner of
my room.”
Perhaps the most influential
person in Simon’s career has
been Arthur Thrall who has
provided
in sp iration,
en
couragem ent, and technical
advice. Simon enjoys Thrall’s
eccentric habit of throwing out
clever sayings like, “ Where
there’s metal there’s hope,” and
“If he doesn’t work I can kick
him ‘cause I ’m bigger.”
Simon says he is motivated by
the fun and the escape art
provides. He often draws until
early m o rning in order to
preserve a special mood. His
draw ings involve a tedious
process w ith alm ost a ll his

Flute recitals

Saturday, May 7, the Mime
Theatre w ill lead a second
workshop, from 3-4:30 p.m., in
R iverview and give a final
performance at the All Saint’s
Episcopal Church at 7:30 p.m.
The c om p any ’s Appleton
performances are sponsored by
the Wisconsin Art Board, the
National Endowment of the Arts,
and the Lawrence University
Student Activists for Food and
Population. Friends will also
perform in “Celebrate, Too!,”
May 8.

drawings requiring six to fifteen
hours of work apiece.
Unlike a comprehensive exam
or a final thesis, art shows expose
technical skill, emotional imput,
and
very
personal
in 
terpretations. Years of work and
ideas are exposed to the criticism
of friends and professors, but
Simon seems to be looking for
ward to Sunday’s opening. He
calls it his “one-shot deal full of
all my friends and all my
creations.”
One friend , C liff M eader,
claims he is planning to break the
doors down to find out if “ Simon
spray painted all those little
dots.” Another friend, E ric
Anderson, describes Rob’s work
as “pervasively humanistic.”
Simon’s work will be appearing
in the Worchester Art Center.

BARBARA LEIGH of the Friends Mime Theatre and
Mother Nature in a scene from “Dr. Plutonium’s Energy
Circus.”

Symphony in spring concert
The Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra conducted by David E.
Becker, assistant professor of
music, will present its spring
concert this Sunday in the
Chapel. The concert will also
feature a guest conductor and
two guest artists. Presenting
works by Beethoven, Brahms
sibelius, Mozart and Stravinsky,
the concert is open to the public
without charge.
The guest conductor will be
Kenneth B yler, professor of
music emeritus of the Con
servatory. Byler who retired in
1973, conducted the Lawrence
Symphony for 25 years.
Byler w ill conduct Jean
Sibelius’ Finlandia, opus 26, and
will also be on the podium for
W .A. M ozart’s Sinfonia Concertante for Violin, Viola and
Orchestra featuring guest artists
Colin Murdoch, violinist, and
Becker, violist.
Becker, who will also conduct
the orchestra in performances of
Johannes Brahm s’ Variations on
a Theme of Haydn, opus 56a,
Beethoven’s Egmont Overture,
opus 84, and Igor Stravinsky’s
F ire b ird Suite, joined the
Lawrence faculty last fall.
Before coming to Lawrence he
was a member of the American
Pro Art Quartet in residence at
the University of Georgia. His
chamber music experience also
includes a four-week tour of
Europe with Austrian violinist
Eduard Melkus and his American
quartet, the Satori Trio and the
Lawrence Piano Quartet.
This sum m e r Becker will
return to Europe for a second
tour with the Eduard Melkus
String Quartet, a tour which will
include ten days of recording
with Deutsche Grammophon. He
will also teach, perform and
conduct at the University of
Wisconsin National String In
stitute and the Senior High School
Music Clinic in Madison.
After Byler established per-

manent residence in Sister Bay,
Wis., he has continued his
association with the Peninsula
Festival Orchestra in Fish Creek,
where he has been violinist for
more than 20 years. It was at the
Peninsula Festival that Byler
and Becker met last summer.
Murdoch,
an
assistant
professor of music with the
Lawrence Conservatory, joined
the Lawrence faculty in 1974.
Before coming to Lawrence he
was a member of the New
Orleans Philharmonic Orchestra.
This summer, he will participate
in an eight-week work seminar
for college teachers in Seattle
under a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.

CINEMA IN SCOPE
with Harry Kraemer
Well, movie fans, there is no review of a downtown flick this
week because at my deadline, there was no movie in town that I
hadn’t already reviewed.
However, you’re in luck!!! The Senior Film Festival con
tinues its series this coming Monday night, May 9th, with two
showings of one of the greatest movies of all time, the 1936
classic, “Reefer Madness.”
“Bill was a regular guy, a real sport. He wore a bow tie
when he played tennis with his best girl, and said things like
“Gee whiz’ and ‘Gosh’ when his mom wheeled out the hot
chocolate. Just one of the gang. But Bill went to a party one day,
one of those wild reefer-smoking parties, and the Jezebel next to
him put a funny looking cigarette in his mouth. Just one timid
puff later this mother’s pride had become a crackling
degenerate - yet another wasted life, victimized by the most
dreaded plague since Moses left Egypt: “Reefer Madness”
(Turan - Washington Post). You can catch this one in Y161 at
either 7:30 or 10:30, but you’d better get there early.
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F la u tist B arb ara T ill will
present a senior flute recital
Friday, May 6, at 8 p.m. in
Harper Hall of the Music-Drama
Center.
Till w ill perform Francois
Couperin’s Concert Royal No. 4,
Sonata “ Undine,” opus 167, by
Carl Reinecke and the Suite for
Flute and Jazz Piano by Claude
Bolling.
She will be assisted by pianist
Robert Barnes, professor of
music, and harpsichordist Ellen
Olson.
Till is a student of Professor of
Music Fred Schroeder and a
candidate for the bachelor of
music degree with a major in
music education.
Also presenting a senior flute
recital is John Ranck on Monday,
May 9, at 8:30 p.m. in Harper
Hall.
Ranck will perform Harald
Genzmer’s Sonata No. 2, the
Suite, Opus. 98, “ Fur Ursula” by
Willy Burkhand, Sonatina for
Flute et Piano” by Jaques Hentu
and Aaron Copland’s Duo for
Flute and Piano.
Ranck will be assisted by
pianists
Robert
Barnes,
professor of music, Mary Gifford
Heiden, and Tom Hodges.
Ranck is also a student of
Professor
of
M usic
Fred
Schroeder and a candidate for the
bachelor or music degree with a
m a jo r in perform ance. Both
recitals are free and open to the
public.
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Eric Anderson and the Menominee
by M ary Holliday

Disillusioned freshmen need
not abandon a ll
hope of
achievement. After his first year
at Lawrence, Eric Anderson, now
a senior anthropology major,
decided that he would leave
school unless he could find a
more useful approach to his
studies.
Not interested in course of
ferings in his field, Anderson took
advantage of some educational
options, and over the past four
years has become known both on
campus and elsewhere as an
extremely valuable authority on
the Menominee language.
Having become interested in
Native Americans through his
courses, his p a rticip atio n in
Oneida Tutoring, and outside
reading, Anderson decided to
take a tutorial in the Menominee
language, particularly because
the Menominee are a native
Wisconsin tribe, and are located
close to Lawrence.
Lived in Keshena
After studying the language for
two terms, Anderson went to live
in Keshena, now a part of the
Menominee reservation where he
studied M enominee at the
community school, and came to
know the Menominee people as
well as their language.
Anderson’s continued presence
on the reservation has also
enabled him to become accepted
by the community more readily
than most other outsiders who
usually come to Keshena to
question and tape the con
versations
of
Menominee
speakers. His permanence in
sured that his interest was sin
cere and honest. And this position
was som ewhat strengthened
when Anderson, working with a
legal service while in Chicago on
the
ACM
U rban
Studies
P rogram , met and worked
closely with many Menominee.
Persistance
%
A nderson’s persistance in
learning
the
M enominee
language and living, sometimes
dangerously, on the reservation

has paid off. Today, he is fluent
enough to teach Menominee, and
is offering a course in the
language
to
Law rentians.
Students enrolled in this class are
treated to a fantastic new concept
in oral communication, and to
fascinating glimpses of the
culture which produced this
linguistic system.
But the effects of Anderson’s
work reach farther than the
notebooks of a few Lawrentians.
Menominee has been a dying
language, and today only about
fifty speakers remain, not all of
whom are fluent. Although the
Keshena Com m unity School
offers
the
language,
the
curriculum is limited, and only a
few of the speakers have the

Markham on black education
On Wednesday, the second in a
series
of
race
relations
workshops was conducted in
Riverview Lounge. Instructor in
Sociology, W illiam M arkham ,
considered the benefits of a
college education for blacks.
Markham began his lecture by
distinguishing between “Making
progress” and “catching-up.”
While a college education might
enable blacks to improve their
“ socio-economic status,” it does
not necessarily help them close
the gap between their status and
that of their white counterparts.
Considering statistics from
1962 and 1973 comparing the
occupational status of blacks and
non-blacks, Markham concluded
that “ some progress has been
made.” He noted that whereas in
1962 the college educated black
made minimal progress, in 1973
education appears to have helped
in the improvement of socio
economic status.
Markham admitted, however,
that there is “still a great deal of
spread” between the status of the
educated black and the similarly
educated white. “ Blacks,” he
stressed, “are still concentrated
at the end of the scale.” Although

errys
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linguistic knowledge to ef
fectively teach the language.
Beautiful Language
The Menominee, stressed
Anderson, were traditionally a
hunting and gathering society,
and the only “ thing of beauty
which they carried permanently
was
their
lan gu ag e.”
“Esthetically” , he continued, the
language is “rich and beautiful”
and must not be lost.
Since he is in a position to help
perpetuate
the Menominee
language, and since many of the
Menominee recognize the value
of his work, Anderson hopes to be
able to teach on the reservation
soon. This could mean, that a
truly “beautiful” language, a
dying part of the Menominee
culture may survive.
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black socio-economic status
improves with education, the gap
between black and white status is
not altered considerably.
Markham also established that
this gap in status is larger bet
ween blacks and whites with one
to three years of college than
between blacks and whites with
four years. There is “some in
dication,” he said, “ that finishing
is much more profitable than
having one to three years.”
Therefore,
he
concluded,
“dropping out is a very un
favorable thing for a black to
do.”
Follow ing the lecture, the
audience broke into two groups to
discuss the findings presented by
Markham and their application
to
Lawrence.
M arkham
suggested that the discussions
center
on
insuring
the
“ m ax im u m
benefits”
of
education in order to “ help
blacks in catching-up.”

Monday
5:30 p.m.—Co-op “Dine-out” to

Shakey’s leaves from Colman
8:30 p.m.—Brenda Eichelberger,
chairwoman of the National
Alliance of Black Feminists,
will deliver a lecture on “Black
F em inism vs. The Double
Oppression” in Riverview
Lounge.
Tuesday
10:00 a.m.—Brenda Eichelberger
will conduct a workshop on
“ Black Women in the Capitalist
System” in the Coffeehouse.
2:00 p.m.—Brenda Eichelberger
will conclude her visit to
Lawrence with a workshop on
“ The Myth of the Black
M atriarchy
and
Black
Motherhood” in the Hamar
Room at the Union.
4:30 p.m .—Characterization and
Musical Techniques in ‘The
Magic Flute” , a lecture, by

ERIC ANDERSON
students.

—Photo by Alan Rogers

doesn’t take any grief from his

Bill of students’ rights
by Julie Nestingen
There is a student Bill of Rights
pending in the Wisconsin State
Legislature. Written by a group
of Milwaukee legislators, the bill
extends protection to students in
public high schools, vocational
schools and public universities.
Included in the bill are the rights
to distribute and post non
commercial literature without
censorship, control official
student publications; and the
right of a student to choose his or
her own dress, conduct and
personal appearance insofar as
the student does not cause a
substantial disruption or pose a
clear and present danger to
school operations, the individual
student or the student body, or
infringe upon legally established

John Koopman in the Cloak
Theater. Note day change.
7:30 p .m .— Colm an Lounge:
History Reception: important
information about next year’s
program , aw arding of the
Raney Prize to a deserving
senior, presentations on In 
dependent Study by Jean
Capper and Jim Klick, refresh
ments and inform al con
versation. All majors are urged
to attend.
Wednesday
5:30 p.m .—Co-op “Dine-out” to
Captain’s Steak Joynt leaves
from Colman.
Thursday
8:15 p.m .— Harvey W. Wood, a
teacher and practitioner of
Christian Science, will present
a lecture at the First Church of
Christ, Scientist, 320 N. Badger
Ave., Appleton.

standards of public decency.
Under the Bill, no school could
maintain any form of tracking
system or ability grouping of
students. In all cases involving
disciplinary action, a student
would have detailed procedural
rights. Any person who violated
this section could be fined not
more than $100 or imprisoned not
less than 30 days nor more than
six months or both.
In a brief interview about the
bill, Ken Sager, professor of
Education and member of the
Appleton School Board, revealed
that the board turned up a
negative vote for the bill. The
general consensus of the board
members was that the bill was
“ too general in interpretation” .
More explicitly, they felt that the
reference to “ ability groups was
too general in tone and that the
proposed
penalties
were
ludicrous.”
In Sager’s opinion, the bill was
“poorly conceived and in overall
carried the students’ rights too
far.” He also feels that if passed,
the bill will remove “too much of
an authority figure” from the
students. He suggests that a
prime concern of schools today is
discipline. As a result, a com
mittee is currently working on a
code of discipline for the Ap
pleton School District.
If anyone has any opinion on
the proposed Bill of Rights, they
are urged to contact their local
legislator or any of the following
members of the State Senate
Education Committee:
Gary Goyke (chairperson),
Oshkosh
David Berger, Milwaukee
Timothy Cullen, Janesville *
James Sensenbrenner,
Milwaukee

WEEKEND SPECIAL

RENT-A-CAR

only $19.95/8* Mile
In c lu d in g 200 F R E E m ile s
Pick u p Friday n o o n , dro p
o ff M o n d a y at 9 a.m .

Rent a New Ford As Low As:

*7 P ER DAY; 70 P ER MILE
Call for Special Holiday Rates and For Reservations:

Jeanne’s
at the Castle

Dave Brantmeier or Tex Harding — 731-5211
Everything From Pintos to 12 Pass. Wagons
You mutt be 21 years old, to rent

TOM BRAUIR, Ext. 342
Your Student Rep. Co-Op

Open daily 4 p.m. till???
Prompt delivery until 1 a.m .

Telephone 733-6670

815 W. College Ave.
across from Kohl's

734-9131

Original A rt
from area artists
include
Pottery and
Stoneware
Jewelry and
Stationary

U —lwg A IUwt-A-Cor
731-9311
W. Ç flU g « Ava. — 2 Bllu. L of 41
W«d., Fri. ’MI 9 — Set. 8*5
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Women ruggers tie in debut
by Martha DuBois
Though the Appleton Rugby
Club took the Claude Allouez
Tournament hands down, the
highlight of the tournament last
weekend was the premier per
form ance of the Lawrence
W om en’s R ugby Team . The
tough Lawrence lady ruggers,
coached by Jeff Johnson and
Jerry “Toad” Mittet and cap
tained by Cindy Ingebrand ,
played Sunday afternoon against
a women’s team from Green Bay.
After four weeks of grueling
practice, our women were ready
to show everyone that they ac
tually could play rugby football.
The Green Bay team, however,
was not as confident about the
contest. Prior to the game the
Green Bay kicker was reported to
take a swig from her whiskey
flask and say, “ We’re kinda
bummed out because, like, we
don’t know the rules.”
Neither team had ever seen
opposition before, but the

Lawrence women glistened as
they performed superb tackles
and beautiful scrum formations.
Lawrence’s lack of kicking
experience, however, kept the
ball dangerously near their goalline throughout the first half.
Green Bay’s kicker scored the
only try for her team when, after
placing a penalty kick 5 yards
from her touch-line, she picked
up the ball and dashed for a trv.
Later in the first half Patti
Nelson, star scrum half, received
the only injury Lawrence in
curred during the entire game.
Tackled from the side while in
full stride with the ball in hand,
Nelson suffered severe damage
to her right knee. While being
carried off the field she was
heard to say, “ Hey, wait a
minute! I ’m not sure I ’m THAT
hurt.”
The undaunted Lawrence team
displayed a brilliant come-back
in the second half. Throughout

Lawreiftiaif
Sports
Netters finish third

by Bob Liebman
The Lawrence Men’s Tennis
Team recently competed in two
invitational tennis tournaments.
In their own Lawrence In 
vitational, the netters took third
place out of nine schools.
Lawrence finished behind Ripon
and Marquette—both powerful
tennis schools. In the Midwest
Invitational at UW-Whitewater,
the fuzzy bailers took third place
out of the eight schools. Here they
were beaten out by last year’s
Midwest Conference champion,
Lake Forest, and UW-Oshkosh.
In the Lawrence Invitational,
all six singles players advanced
to the semi-final round where
they were all beaten. The netters
were handicapped throughout the
tournament by an injury which
sidelined No. 3 player, Tom
Walker.
In doubles, Lawrence, played
considerably better and a d 
vanced two of their doubles
teams to the final round. The
doubles teams, however, both
eventually lost. At No. 1 doubles,
Liebman-Chandler scored a big 57, 6-3, 6-4 victory over Ripon in
the semi-finals, but were
smashed 6-0,6-3 by Marquette in
the finals. At No. 2 doubles,
Schefrin-VanDuzer almost ad
vanced to the finals, but lost a
third
set
tie-breaker
to
M arquette’s team of Kruse-

Dudley in the semi-finals. (For
you trivia buffs, this is the same
J im Dudley who played on
M arq u ette’s
NCAA
cham 
pionship basketball te am .)
Marquette lost in the finals to
Ripon 6-1, 6-3.

In
the singles
at
UWWhitewater, there were several
good performances. At No. 1, Bob
Liebm an lost to the m e e t’s
eventual champion, but came
back to take the consolation title,
beating UW-M 6-0, 6-1 in the
finals. At No. 2, John Chandler
took third place by beating
Carroll 6-3, 7-5. At No. 3, Tom
Walker won the consolation title
by beating Carroll 6-1, 6-1. No.
Doug Biegert took third place by
defeating UW-M 6-0, 6-1.
The best finish was recorded by
the No. 1 doubles team of Lieb
man-Chandler who defeated UWWhitewater in the first round and
Lake Forest in the semi-finals.
The match against Lake Forest
was won by scores of 7-6, 0-6, 6-3,
and marred by a near fight
between a player from Lake
Forest and a player from
Lawrence.

by Mark Breseman and Rob Stevens
Remember back to high school for a minute, it * football
season. The team is doing all right. They’re fun to watch
because a lot of your friends are playing. But now the tension is
beginning to build. The homecoming game is coming up in two
weeks. Only two weeks! Geez, and you haven’t even asked a girl
or a guy to the homecoming dance yet. Oh, that’s right, you’re
going to vote for homecoming king and queen in a couple of
days. Your best friend is in charge of the homecoming parade.
This friend is also going to give a small speech at the pep rally
the day of the game. Rumor has it that you’re getting out of
seventh hour class on Friday. Geez, I hope the juniors don’t
wreck our float this year . . .
That’s the way it was for many of us - but where has it all
gone? Why is homecoming just a word in parenthesis after a
football game? Why does it have to stop when we get to college?
At many colleges it doesn’t stop. Homecoming at larger
universities is still a pretty big thing - dances, kings, queens,
parades, parties . . . Wouldn’t it be easier for a small com
munity, like the one we have here, to set up and celebrate events
like homecoming? It would seem easier for a group of thirteen
hundred young people to become involved than it would for
thirty or forty thousand. It appears that not enough people care
about such occurrences here at Lawrence. There is a need for
more people to show an interest. More involvement can mean
more fun for everyone.
Getting involved . . . By the way, how many of you have
attended a sporting event and have generated a little excitement
yourself. We’re sure many of you have, and all athletes thank
you. But unfortunately, the faithful are few.
Suggestion: even though it is late in the athletic year, get out
one of these weekends and cheer on your favorite sport. Cheer on
your friends. They put time in, most often it’s all for personal
satisfaction and for the friendship they get. Show them that
someone cares that they are competing under your school’s
name.
Whose fault is the lack of support and activity? Is it the fault
of the students, the faculty, the athletic department? We leave
that question unanswered. Not only is the lack of enthusiasm on
the students’ part a factor, but the administration and student
groups haven’t pushed for anything more than we have now.
Maybe we’ve got what we want, but a little of the old “high
school spirit” could be enjoyed by all.

this 20 minutes of the game, with
Marisa Boge acting as hooker
and team captain, our lady
ruggers gained ground on Green
Bay with ease. Rising gloriously
to an unexpected situation when
captain Ingebrand had to leave
the field, Cheri Harden played an
excellent prop for the first time in
her life. Finally, with just over 3
minutes remaining in the game,
unstoppable fly h a lf M arian
Magee took a pass from a maul
and ran 20 yards for Lawrence’s
try. The game ended in a 4-4 tie.
Mean and quick Jane McKenzie
lived to chug a gallon of beer
after chalking up at least 20
tackles.'
The fans were not at a loss for
words concerning this first game
of the season for our female
ruggers. Tom “ Howie” Hughes,
forward for the Appleton Rugby
Club, commented, “They looked
a lot better out there than I
thought they would . . . better
than we looked last spring.”
Guest speaker Adolf Spike also
revealed, “Those women are too
vicious for me. I can hardly stand
to watch.”
Indeed, the sidelines were
lively throughout the game and
the fans, including the most
supportive Appleton Rugby Club,
enjoyed
seeing
Lawrence
females play real rugby . . .
almost as much as the team
enjoyed playing.
This weekend the Lawrence
women ruggers will follow the
men’s Saturday game with a
second bout against Green Bay at
3:30 p.m. on the IPC field and
they will party afterward.
The game promises to be
thrilling and quite spectacular.
Come and support the third
women’s rugby team to appear
in Wisconsin.

f This Term at the Coffeehouse
1
I
I

May 12— Laurie Weisman, vocalist and guitarist Joni Mitchell
style from Milwaukee.
May 15—Jerome Davis, a fiddler, from the Menomonie Indian

-C O U N S ELO R S —

THE

For G irls Camp

D

For the Summer at

Eagle River, Wisconsin

1 Bl. W Of Colman
at 205 E. Lawrence St.

TOBACCO & CANDY
GIFTS & GAMES

Write:

OLD
FASHIONED
STICK
CANDY

Camp Birch Knoll
Box 206
Beaver D am , W isconsin 53916

or call:

(414) 885-5610

S a m m y ’s

^

At the Castle

To instruct In:
-Tennis
—Gymnastcs
-Canoeing
—W aterskiing
-Sailing
—G uitar
Office Jobs Also A vailable.

The Lawrence duo lost,
however, in the finals to UW-M 36, 6-0, 6-3. The No. 2 doubles team
of VanDuzer-Walker took the
consolation title by defeating
Carroll 6-0, 6-2.
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TRADEHOME
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COOL ¥
CASUAL

is Giving
you. . .
One Pitcher of Beer or One
Quart of soda
(This is

FREE

the final
week)

"THE FLAT HUARACHE '
Coppertan Leather...........

TRAD EH O M E

With the purchase of any Sammy’s Pizza.

So come and visit...

J

106 E. College Ave.

Daily 9-5:30
Mon.-Thurs.-Fri. 9-9
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Lawrence men take Vike relays
by Kevin Retelle
to.

Eddy

termediate hurdles of anyone on
In
a
tense the team. His most recent time of
meet this past 59.2 earned him a 4th place finish
weekend,
th e in Saturday’s relays. Klaeser
Lawrence M en’s also nabbed a 2nd in the pole
Track Team edged vault.

Beloit to take the
In the w om en’s meet the
honors in the
seven-team V ik distance team continued its
ing Relays by a winning ways. Sue Schneider

two point margin. Unfortunately,
the women did not fare quite as
well, finishing a distant second to
winner Carroll College by 30 points,
but overcoming arch-rival Ripon by
15. Other schools participating in
the meet were St. Norberts, North
western, and Maranantha.

In the men’s events, first place
finishers were Ron Wopat, shot
put, Bob Eddy, high jum p, and
Jim Miller in the six-mile. Of
interest in these wins were
W opat’s throw of 52’8Vfc” ,
qualifying him for the Division
III National meet and M iller’s
time of 31:45.6, a new freshman
and varsity record.
Bob Eddy has been a definite
plus for the Viking track team
this year, excelling in his main
event, the high jum p. His main
competitor to date has been
Ripon’s Jim Kohl but Eddy holds
a considerable edge in their most
recent m atchups. This past
weekend he won a ju m p o ff
against Kohl after they tied at the
end of regular competition. This
last minute victory gave the
Vikes the final points they needed
to beat Beloit.
Another fine performer for the
Lawrence team this year is Rob
Stevens, competing in the long
jump, 100 and 220 yd. dashes and
the 440 and 880 yd. relays. In the
Viking Relays Rob took 2nd in the
long jump, 4th in the 100 and was
a member of the 2nd place 440 yd.
relay team and 5th place 880 yd.
relay team.
Another bright spot in this
year’s team is freshman Dennis
Klaeser. Klaeser is a pole
vaulter, in fact the only pole
vaulter on the team. With the
help of assistant coach Doug
Gilbert, ’72, Klaeser is having a
very successful year. He is also a
hurdler, and, thus far has logged
the fastest times in the 440 in-

breezed around the oval four
times and set a new women’s
varsity and Whiting Field record
in the mile run with a time of
5:32.25. Following her was Sue
Davies who crossed the finish
with a time of 5:38, almost 20
seconds better than her previous
personal record. The distance
medley relay team of Cyd Einck,
Beth Ann Bonner, Davies and
Schneider also set a women’s
varsity record with their superb
first place time of 13:46.3.
Other high scorers for the
Vikes were Mary Reed and
Vickie Corbeil, each competing in
a variety of events. The women
will conclude their season this
Friday with the WIC-WAC
conference meet hosted by
Lawrence.

DENNIS KLAESER, 80,
as he easily clears 13’0”.
—Photo by Dan Mcfíehee

by Adolf Spike
The Appleton
Rugby
C lu b
w a lk e d
aw ay
with the ChampI ionship of the
Green Bay Rug
by Tournament
last weekend. Ap
Barkwill
pleton won all of
its five games on consecutive days
when the team ’s enthusiasm,
rugged tackling, and co-ordinated
play proved too much for the seven
other teams entered in the tourney.

BEA V ER DAM: The first
game, on Saturday morning,
pitted an experienced Beaver
Dam Club with a high-spirited
Appleton team. The Beavers had
many near scores throughout the
first half, and dominated play.
Special mention, however, goes
to A ppleton’s forwards who
scratched, clawed, kicked, and
bit any opponent who tried to
cross the touchline and allowed
the Beavers only one try. Jeff
Johnson scored first for Appleton
off an accurate pass from Pete
Hunnicut. The game was tied at
half 4-4.
Early in the second half, Bruce
Barkwill performed his scared
rabbit imitation before a meager
crowd when he streaked upfield
to score. Appleton’s next score
came late in the game when Mr.
Mike Knipp all but destroyed a
B.D. ball carrier who fumbled
right into the hands of a
bewildered Brian Fero. Fero
stumbled into the endzone to give
Appleton the lead for good, 12-4.
The game, which featured a split
skull and mangled knee as in
juries, was a grueling beating for
both teams. M ark “ Rocky
Balboa” Ryan solemnly stated,
“ It wasn’t pretty.”
CARTHAGE: In the face of
such ferocious play on the part of
Appleton, C arthage withdrew
from the tournament. Appleton
was awarded a 24-0 forfeit.
KENOSHA: Appleton easily
squashed
an
in tim id a te d
Kenosha team 32-0. Our heros led
16-0 at half, thanks to four Phi
Delta Theta ruggers. Jeff Frank,

II

Jam ie Lien, Bruce Barkwill, and
“Cip” Cipriani all scored.
In the second half, Mr.
“ Howie” Hughes, Mr. Mittet, Mr.
John McGee, and Mr. Barkwill
each added a try to make the
final 32-0. Kenosha’s em 
barrassment provoked a heated
discussion between opposing fans
which was soon forgotten at the
post-game festivities. In fact,
members from every team in the
tournament helped to quaff five
half barrels of poison and heartily
garbled renditions of famous
rugby ballads.
G REEN BA Y: Sunday dawned
beautifully—a perfect day for
rugby. Appleton cam e out
fighting and took an early 12-0
lead. Bruce B arkw ill scored
twice, including a tremendous
cross-country
sprint
from
sideline to sideline which
bedazzled the entire G.B. team.
Later in the first half, Appleton
scored again when Jeff Frank
was able to dislodge the ball from
Barkwill’s hands for a long
enough time to score a try of his
own. Finally, Barkwill scored for
the third time to give Appleton
the victory, 24-0. John McGee did
a hellacious job of kicking. He
made four conversions in four
attem pts. The forwards also
turned in fine play by shipping
the G.B. scrum all morning with
tight “loose play” and hard
tackling. An injured Green
Bayite said of the encounter:
“ Rugby is hell.”
BEAVER DAM: As it turned
out, Appleton met an onery
Beaver Dam team in the finals on
Sunday afternoon. Continual
cheap shots taken by both teams
indicated that much animosity
rem ained from the previous
meeting. Appleton scored first on
a beautiful 40 yard penalty kick
by John McGee. Fred Bingle
scored the next try on a nifty
criss-cross m aneuver in the
backfield. McGee’s conversion
made the score 9-0. Several
minutes later, McGee scored
another penalty kick and Bruce
Barkwill ran for a try. The score
was 16-0 in favor of Appleton at

Larry-U"
T-Shirts
on sale

at Colman & Downer

GATE
Welcome Lawrence
Students and Faculty

O

CO
OP

IP.
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Outing Room Hours:
Friday afternoons— 12-2:00. Dave, ext. 307

W e serve the finest foods of
four Provincial Schools of
Chinese Cooking

Swigart.
—A
modern
Oedipal
rom p through hilarious
adventures as the major
characters race westward
towards their destinies in
Little America, Wyoming.

£

UN>^

Monday through Friday— 1-2:15
Thursday— 10:30-11:45, extension 654

406 W. College Ave.

Orders to Take Out (Pb 731 #088)

Little America, *3.95, Rob

<c

Co-Op Office Hours:

RESTAURANTS

Conkey’s

Rocky, *2.95, Julia Sorel
— Based upon the screenplay by Syl
vester Stallone. Academy Award win
ning picture o f the year.

Willard and His Bowling Trophies, *2.95,
Richard Brautigan
•
— A funny, absurdist, clever,
per
verse” , and pervented mystery story.
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Autobiography, Margot Fontayne, ‘2.50
— The great ballerina tells her story . . .
paced so dramatically that it reads like
a novel.

Biorythym, Bernard Gittelson, *2.50.
— Learn how to chart your natural body
cycles and forecast your good and bad
days.

halftime. Suddenly, Beaver Dam
came to life. B.D.’s forwards
scored twice in the space of five
minutes. The conversions were
good, and that made the score 1612. B.D., however, would not reieni
and continually fought for a try
which would tie the game. But
Appleton snuffed out all potential
scores with brilliant defensive
play, and hung on to win the
game and the tournament, 16-12.
Many factors accounted for
Appleton’s resounding success.
Bruce Barkwill, the tourney’s
M.V.P., cited the work of “ the
rubber band defense.” Playercoach Jeff Johnson gave credit to
the “hard-nosed forwards and
fleet-footed backs working well
together.” Adolf Spike, however,
prefers to give a different reason
for the success. According to my
official stats, Appleton scored 108
points in the tournament to the
opponent’s measly 16, and that
was the real reason Appleton was
victorious.

Celebrate . . .
(Cont. from Page 1)
of the human chess match as
especially strong points of this
year’s event.
Jenni Ester arranged for the
expanded list of performers, and
she is coordinating the schedule
of entertainers with the other
activities set for the day.
The perform ers w ill use
several perform ance areas.
Many of the productions will be
on the Main Stage, on the South
steps of Main Hall. The larger
groups, like the Americanos and
the Daybreak Singers, will use
the front of Memorial Chapel.
S m aller ensembles w ill be
featured in the sunken entrance
area to the Lawrence Library,
and other performances will be
scattered throughout the campus
green.
“ We want to make sure there
will be plenty of things for people
to do this y e a r,” publicity
director Sigm an said. “ Two
years ago there was a lot to look
at. We’ll have a lot to see and a lot
to do.”
Play Together

“ Because this is not just a
Lawrence event,” Sigman said,
“ it is important that everyone
knows that CELEBRATE, TOO!
is happening. This is an op
portunity for people who nor
mally work together to play
together, and I want to make sure
they know they have that
chance.”
Natasha Pickrel designed the
art
work
and
logo
for
CELEBRATE!
and
was
responsible for the purple
balloons seen throughout the
Valley publicizing CELEBRATE,
TOO! this year.
One of P ic k re l’s biggest
problems this year was ac
curately translating her original
13-inch balloon design into the 15foot painting on the east wall of
Sammy’s East.
For most of the CELEBRATE,
TOO! com m ittee, the m ajor
portion of work was done in the
days, weeks and months before
May 8. However, for Peter
Saltzstein, the opposite is true.
“I ’ve spent a lot of time
planning, making arrangements,
talking with people and things
like that,” he said, “ but the
majority of my work will actually
be done the morning of May 8. I
plan to get up with the sun and
hope to get all the construction,
wiring, set-up and other details
ready to go by the time people
start coming.”
Noon to Dusk

CELEBRATE, TOO! will take
place on the Lawrence green
from noon to dusk Sunday, May 8,
M other’s Day,
Thousands of people are ex
pected to visit the Lawrence
campus May 8, and maybe this
time, when everyone says that it
should be done again, we won’t
have to wait two years.
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Chatter Box
by Kiernan Mickeals
& Ros Bjomik
Returns for many are happy:
Birthday Greetings go out to the
follow ing ‘m e m bers’ of the
community, Lea Sitton, Rick
Meyer, Olaf Nielson, Carol ‘Lois’
Rees, Andy McNeill, Jan Hessan,
Jon Siegal, Anne Hackler, Jim
Hoskins, John Wylie, Tony “with
a Tee” , Moose B iederm an,
Nancois Patton, Ellen Jakes, Ben
Joravsky, Joe Marini, Mary Jo
Howarth, Glenn Yoshida, Harry
Kraemer, Pam Stark, Vicky
Miltz, Crazy Annie, Jody Hoppi,
Katherine Beltz, Terry Brown,
Jim Klick, Sam Powers, Jim m y
Chwaszczewski, Mary Degroat,
Keith Hoover, “W ild” Bill Edm inster, Miss R e illy , E liza h
Greene, Jan-Yee, Amy Thurston,
Brian Slocum, Fats Royer and
last but soitenly not least, Toad
Olson. Belated or not, we wish
you all the best; you’ve earned it!
Pal Power to the PheeGees:
Apparently the members of the
Aye Ammm a PheeGee fraternity
are vying for Geek Doorstep
H angout dom inance. R andy
Spaude, ’78, Mike Edmonds, ’79,
(who insists he isn’t a member),
Paul VanSteelant, ’78, Jan North,
’78, Scott Nordland, ’79, and Steve
Glowa, ’78 were spotted sitting,
standing and generally hanging
out on their doorstep (downer
side).
Violence
R ain s!
Y o u ’ve
probably heard of the sudden
popularity on the west coast of
‘child porn’ magazines. You have
now. The latest perverse mag
craze is the exploitation of
violence. If the child porn rags

&
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don’t pale in light of this news you
certainly should. Violent World
appears to be blazing the trail for
this new genre of pulp perversity.
Included in this month’s issue are
such delicacies as: “Who’s Who
on Death Row,” “ Freddie Prinze
was Destined to die Violently,”
and ‘Twenty Tons of Death.” VW
delivers 80 juicy pages a month
for a buck; a mere pittance,
considering the sweat and blood
that went into making it.
D ale Carnegie Lives: The
latest ‘mind therapy’ craze has
taken LU by storm. Creative
Mind Expansion (CME for short)
is a glorified positive thinking
course. Glorified only because it
costs $100 to experience. Fresh
men Tom Dowland,
Kirby
Nelson, Tom Tibbets, D avid
Janes, and Paul Plaikas have all
‘invested’ in and experienced
CME. With euphoric grins pasted
on their mugs they claim they
have no regrets, “It was the best
weekend of my life,” one of them
said about taking the course.
Talk About Comedy, After
Tricky Dicks premier on the
David Frost Variety Hour the
Harry Nilsson Rating Service
reported that over “ 500,000
viewers initially thought Jack
Benny had been resurrected.”
Viewers caught on when Tricky’s
eyes began rolling and beads of
sweat appeared on his upper lip.
After 20 years in Vaudeville,
Tricky has finally mastered the
comic delivery made famous by
stand up comic Benny, much to
the chagrin of Benny’s humorous
fans.

TH E T O T A L P IC T U R E
2 0 5 E. LAWRENCE ST.
A PPLET O N , WIS. 94911
(414) 731 ~8 9 9 0
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2:30-3:15
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3:00-3:30
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Lawrence University Pep Band /In Front o f the Chapel
l^wrcncc University Dance Company /“ Incident in Ja//,", Stan Kenton
"Etude for Orchestra” , Igor Stravinsky/77ie Dance Circle
Folk Songs/Both Scholtcn and Tim Thomson/The Seeley Spoon Cafe
Galileo's “ Leaning Tower of Pizza" Experiment/Professor Bruce
Brackenridgc/£<m Fire Escape behind Main Hall
Friends Mime Theatrc/77ie Main Stage
Dance Workshop Learn the Jitterbug!/Led by the Lawrence
University Dance Company/7'/ff Dance Circle
The Goliards Renaissance Music Ensemble/Songs and Dances of the
15th and 16th Centuries/7/if Seeley Spoon Cafe
Kinder in a Dramatic Society (K.I.D.S.)/"Ups and Downs: A Gravity
Play’VAudience Participation Theatre/77i<’ Main Stage
Fencing Dcinonstration/Coach Mary Heinecke/7/it' Dance Circle
Two Paper Airplane Throwing Contests/Open Class Bring your own/
Standard Class Make one there, Paper Provided/0 /i the Median o f
College A re.
Folk Songs/Ken Gilstrap and Scott Matsumoto/77i<' Seeley Spoon Cafe
Rappelling Demonstration/Mike Stein/Kohler llall
The Piper Road Spring Band/Bluegrass Music//« Front o f the Chapel
The Human Chess Game/,4 / the bottom o f Union Hill
Renaissance Music for Brass/Brass Quintet from Oshkosh West High
School/r/u’ Seeley Spoon Cafe
Juggling Woikshop/Led by Friends Mime Theatre/Balls provided/
The Dance Circle
Puppet Tree Productions/“ Super Snoop • The Famous Dragon Slayer” /
The Main Stage
Magic Show/Bruce Hetzler/77ie Main Stage
Recorder Trio/Camilla and Harold Heller and Leland Eiier/The Seeley
Spoon Cafe

3:303:30-3:45

Treasure Hunt/Aiecf in Front o f Youngchild Hall
Puppet 1 ree Productions/“ Super Snoop - The Famous Dragon Slayer” /
The Main Stage
3:30-4:15
Dancing for Kids!/Led by Bertha E. Hinojosa and Tessa Gundersen/
The Dance Circle
■
3:45-4:15
Friends Mime Theatre/7’/i<’ Main Stage
4 :00Three-Legged Race/Meet in Front o f Plant: Hall
0
4 :00-4:30
Magic Show/Bruce Hetzler/77ie Seeley Spoon Cafe
|—
4 : 15-4:30
Puppet Tree Productions/“ Supcr Snoop - The Famous Dragon Slayer” /
The Main Stage
1 I I 4 :30-5:00
The Daybreak Singers/O« the Steps o f the Chapel
Folk Songs/Don Sweeting/The Seeley Spoon Cafe
Formal Croquet Game/On the Median o f College Avenue
< 4 :45-5:00
Puppet Tree Productions/“ Super Snoop - The Famous Dragon Slayer” /
The Main Stage
GC
Q Q 4 45 5:15
Dance Workshop - Come and Limber Up!/Led by the Lawrence
University Dance Company/The Dance Circle
L L j 5 :00-5:30
Folk Songs/Reid Abrams/77ie Seeley Spoon Cafe
^
5: 15-6:00
The Piper Road Spring Band//« Front o f the Chapel
5:30-6:00
The Lawrence University Dance Show/The Dance Circle
Folk Songs/Jim Rind/The Seeley Spoon Cafe
8 :00Lawrence Symphony Orchestra/Conducted by David Becker, with
Kenneth Byler as guest conductor/77u> Chapel
8 : 00Short Stuff/Dance to Blues, Rock Music/77ic Fraternity Quad
Throughout the Day
The Great American Paper-making Machinc/Arnold Grummer/AVat
the Northeast Corner o f Main Hall
Senior Art Show/Rob Siinon/’/lVbrrtJicr Art Center
Strolling Strings
Countless Clowns!

0

LU

o

Surrey Ride9 (Horse and Buggy) I College Ave.

Saturday
10:00-12:00
Trever Bagel Day, Trever Hall.

11:30-2:00
Registration in the Memorial
Union. Please pick up meal tic
kets, overnight parking per
mits, a revised events sched
ule, etc., at this time.

11:30-2:00
Information Center open in
the Memorial Union.

12:30-2:00
Picnic Luncheon/Cookout on
the Main Hall lawn with fac
ulty chefs. Welcome by Pres
ident Thomas Smith. Music
provided by Arzill Beason, Bill
Bonifas, Rob Cohen, Ted Kwok,
Mike LaPean, Mike Minnik,
Paul Schmalz, Doug Segal and
Robbie Wermuth. (In case of
rain, Colman Dining Hall will
be used.)

1:30-3:30
Games for ALL ages, includ
ing a water-balloon toss and
frisbee contest—P R IZ E S !! —
at the bottom of Union Hill.

1:30-4:00
Open Gym, Alexander Gym 
nasium. Buses will leave every
15-20 minutes from in front of
the Library.
2:00
Rugby Games (men’s and wo
men’s), Lawrence University
vs. Madison. I PC Field, across
from Alexander Gym.

2:00-4:00
Folk-sing with Deb Mohnen,
Viking Room in the Memorial
Union. (In case of rain, only.)

2:15-3:00
• “ W h a t’s New in Financial
A id” David Busse, Director
of Financial Aid.

3:00-3:45
• “So You W ant To Go To Col
lege” David White, Director of
Admission.
•Both talks will be given in the
Coffeehouse of the Memorial
Union.

3:00-4:30
Mime W orkshop witfi the
Friends Mime Theatre in Riverview Lounge of the Memorial
Union.

CAM ERAS , FRAMING, STUDIO •Cam eras and Accessories
•Darkroom Supplies
•Photographic Publications
•Q uality Photofinishing
•C ustom Printing in Color and Black &
White
•Picture Framing
•M at Board
•C utm ats & Glass
•Odd-time Portraits while you wait
•Copies Reproductions, Restorations
•Photography Classes

Serving (h t Finest in

GREEK TRADITION

<fo r your dining p leasu re.

★ Souvalkia - Skewered Lamb served
with rice pilaf, salad, Greek bread and

Y A ’SO UI

. .

(W e lc o m e )

^

make a connection...

with a
COAViUIINICATIONS
C A R EER
How would you like to meet and have dinner with some
people in R A D I O . ...1 ike producers, writers, managers,
and a d v e r t i s e r s ? .....People who know what's going on
as far as hiring g o e s ? --- The CAREER CENTER can help
you make your c o n n e c t i o n ..........................
STOP BY SAMPSON HOUSE FOR A LOT MORE INFORMATION!!!!

bJfrOS - Pita bread or plate
★ SPECIAL GREEK PLATTER
Also Serving
o SAGANAKI (Flame Cheese)
• BAKLAYA
o GREEK WINE, BRANDY
and many othor entr*««.

Karras Restaurant
Appleton St.
739-1122

207 N.

☆ Carry Outs Available

☆ Catering A v a ila b le

career
c e n t e r 7
connections t

